THE HOUSE
MODERNITY BUILT

http://decolonifutures.net

house exceeds limits of planet

HIDDEN COSTS

house subsidised & maintained by violence

FLOORS

false promise of universal middle class

structural damage

FIX? EXPAND?
BUILD ANOTHER HOUSE?
OR OTHER TYPES OF SHELTER?
social, economic, political & ecological crises

REASONING

dialectical utility maximizing

I think, therefore I am!
I say, therefore it is!
I own, therefore I rule
I lead, therefore you follow
I arbitrate, therefore you comply!
I rock, therefore you suck!

epochean anthropo-centric evolutionary

Cartesian teleological

erotic, aesthetic, intuitive
(divine, hilarious, other-than-human)

being reduced to knowing
life reduced to meaning

HARNESSED FEARS

death, pain, loss, emptiness, destitution, worthlessness

IMPERMANENCE

INSIGNIFICANCE

COMPENSATORY DESIRES

certain, coherence, consensus, control,
community, universality

MASTERY

AUTHORITY

ACCUMULATION

PERCEIVED ENTITLEMENTS

innocence, virtue, stability,
exceptionalism, self-authorship, leadership

ADMIRATION

AUTonomy

ARBITRATION

harnessed fears and insecurities calibrate desires, entitlements, hopes, dreams and fantasies sustaining colonial addictions and trapping human life-force within the house
Moving Horizons of Hope
Beyond the House of Modernity

EcoJustice

Ecological Health and Wellbeing
Acting From and Towards
Cooperating Towards Systemic Balance

Economic Justice

Lessons Learned from Causal, Gender, Class, and Other Struggles for Reproduction and Access, Redistribution and Political Representation Within the House...

...as well as Indigenous, anti-colonial, and abolitionist movements that have always gestured outside of the house

Cognitive Justice

Evaluating Encounters of Ecologies of Knowledges and Ignorances
Recalibrating Our Relationship with Language, Meaning and Knowledge (The Known, Unknown and Unknowable)

Affective Justice

Re-configuring Neuro-Biological Connections
Digesting and Composting Traumas, Fears, Denials and Addictions (Clearing Insecurities and Emotional Constipations)

Relational Justice

Relating Beyond Knowledge, Identity and Understanding
Enacting Politics from a Space of Collective Entanglement (Me in You) & Radical Tenderness

Mycelium Analogy

Ecological and Economic Justice (Mushrooms) Not Viable Without Cognitive, Affective and Relational Justice (Healthy Mycelium)